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:j_rirename 
 
Check For Invalid Repeated Item Names And Rename 
 
Description: 

This utility checks Repeated Item names in loaded libraries for illegal characters and for 
names that are too long. The program creates a list of invalid RI names and allows you 
to fill in new names to replace the old ones an execute the swap. This utility is obsolete. 

 
Level: 
 1s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_rirename;='init' 
 
Global Variables: 
 ij_rirename 
 
Program Description: 

Valid Repeated Item names at the time this program was created were limited to 12 
characters or less. They may contain both upper and lower case alpha characters (a-z 
and A-Z), numberic characters (0-9), and the underscore (_), dash (-), and plus sign (+) 
characters. Entering the :j_rirename command at the keyboard brings up the Repeated 
Item Convert menu. 
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Converting illegal Repeated Item names involves 4 steps. The first step is to search 
Repeated Item libraries for illegal names. The second step is to provide new 
replacement names for the illegal RI names found and save the list of illegal and new RI 
names to a file to be used by later steps. The third step is to convert illegal names to the 
specified new names in Repeated Item libraries. The fourth and final step is to convert 
any illegal Repeated Item names which have been placed in a database with the 
specified new Repeated Item name. The Repeated Item Name Convert menu has the 
following functions: 
 

RI NAME CONVERSION LIST: The RI Name Conversion List is shown on the 
right side of the Repeated Item Name Convert menu. The list consists of  three 
parts - the (illegal) Old RI Name and Library, the New RI Name - Library, and the 
New RI Name - Database. 

 
The Old RI Name is a list of illegal Repeated Item names which are found in a 
loaded library search described below, or Repeated Item names for conversion 
which have been added manually. The Library in which the Repeated Item was 
found is listed to the left of the RI name. Note that the Repeated Item may occur 
in more than 1 library, but only the first library in which it was encountered is 
listed. 
 
The New RI Name - Library is the new Repeated Item name for a Repeated Item 
which is to replace the old (illegal) name in the Repeated Item Library when the 
library conversion is executed. When a box in this column is selected, ARRIS 
will prompt for the New RI Name. Enter the new RI name desired to replace the 
Old RI Name shown on that row. ARRIS will check the new name entered to 
be sure it is a legal name. If the Remove option is chosen, the Old Repeated 
Item will be removed from the library during the conversion process instead of 
being renamed with a new name. If this field is blank during a RI Library 
conversion, any Repeated Items found which ar the Old (illegal) RI Name in this 
row will be left alone and not converted. 
 
The New RI Name - Database is the new Repeated Item name for a Repeated 
Item which is to replace the old (illegal) name in the current database when the 
database conversion is executed. When a box in this column is selected, 
ARRIS will prompt for the New RI Name, giving the new RI name from the 
Library column as the default. Type (or select) the new RI name desired to 
replace the Old RI Name shown on that row. ARRIS will check the new name 
entered to be sure it is a legal name. If this field is blank during a database 
conversion, any Repeated Items found which are the Old (illegal) RI Name in this 
row will be left alone and not converted. 
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Search Loaded RI Libraries For Illegal RI Names: This function will search all 
currently loaded Repeated Item libraries for Repeated Items which have an 
illegal name as defined above. The list of illegal RI names found is shown on the 
Repeated Item Name Convert menu under the Old RI Name heading of the RI 
Name Conversion List. The utility checks for duplicates so each illegal name is 
listed only once on the list, regardless of how many times it is found in various 
Repeated Item libraries. The name of the (first) RI library in which the illegal 
name was found is also listed. 
 
 
Save RI Name Conversion List Text File: This function will save the RI Name 
Conversion List shown on the right side of the Repeated Item Name Convert 
menu to a file. The list is saved so that conversions may be performed at a later 
time. The list is saved to a file named j_rirename.txt which is located under the 
arrisdat.dir subdirectory in the Standards directory. If any changes have been 
made to the RI Name Conversion List, the text of this button will display in yellow 
as a reminder that there are unsaved changes. Note that any conversions done 
are performed from the list as it exists in RAM, not from the list on the disk. If any 
changes have been made to the RI Name Conversion List, but not saved to disk, 
they will be incorporated into any conversion perfomed. 
 
 
Convert RI Names In Loaded RI Libraries: This function will search all 
currently loaded Repeated Item libraries for Repeated Item names which are on 
the Old RI Name list. If found, the Repeated Item name will be converted to the 
corresponding New RI Name - Library on the RI Name Conversion List. Only the 
name of the Repeated Item is changed. The graphic definition of the RI, the 
origin point, etc. are all exactly the same as before. If there is a legacy attribute 
definition in the loaded RI library which corresponds to a Repeated Item name 
being changed, it also will be converted to the corresponding new name. Note 
that the conversion will be made in all Repeated Item libraries where the Old RI 
Name is found (if there is more than 1), not just the RI library which is shown on 
the menu with the Old RI Name. ARRIS will report the number of Repeated 
Items deleted and converted in the libraries on the message line. If a Repeated 
Item library is read-only, it will be skipped in the conversion process. The end 
message will still report the actual number of Repeated Item names deleted and 
converted but will say "in Read/Write" libraries, thus indicating that one or more 
libraries in the update are read-only and were skipped in the update. 
 
 
Manually Add Old RI Name To Be Converted: This function allows the user to 
manually enter a Repeated Item name to be added to the Old RI Name column 
of the RI Name Conversion List. ARRIS will prompt for the Old RI Name to be 
added. The name is not checked to see if it is a valid name, or to see if it occurs 
in any library or database. The name is checked against existing Old RI Names 
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in the RI Name Conversion List and added only if it is not already on the list. This 
function allows the user to use this utility to rename a Repeated Item in a library 
and/or database, even if the old RI name is valid. 
 
 
Convert RI Names In Current Database: This function will search all layers in 
the currently loaded database for Repeated Item names which are on the Old RI 
Name list. If found, the Repeated Item name will be converted to the 
corresponding New RI Name - Database name on the RI Name Conversion List. 
Only the name of the Repeated Item is changed. The graphic definition of the RI 
may or may not change depending on the changes made to the RI library. The 
placement point, and all parameters of the placement in the database including 
the RI Scale, Rotation, and Offsets will remain unchanged. This utility will also 
convert a Repeated Item name which is used as the definition of a Crosshatch 
Pattern. 
 
Note that this utility will not conver Repeated Item names or Repeated Item 
Crosshatch definitions which are contained or nested inside other Repeated 
Items. These cases must be updated manually by placing the RI, freezing it, 
updating the nested RI or Crosshatch name, and remaking the RI. This utility 
also will not update Repeated Item names in any Repeated Item Catalogs that 
the user may have. Repeated Item names referenced in Catalogs must be 
updated manually using the Repeated Item Catalog Manager. 
 
 
Exit: This button exits the :jrirename command and clears the Repeated Item 
Name Convert menu from the screen. If there are any unsaved changes to the RI 
Name Coversion List, ARRIS will prompt to Apply (save) the changes, 
Continue exiting unsaved, or Abort the exit. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. This program was created to clean up Repeated Item names that were created with 
illegal names through loopholes in the RI creation and edit process. 

 
2. This program is obsolete for several reasons. At the time it was created the length of 

Repeated Item names was limited to 12 characters. Repeated Items may now be up to 
64 characters long. The list of legal characters allowed in Repeated Item names has 
also grown to include spaces which were not allowed at the time this program was 
released. Much of what this program does can be done now with the Repeated Item 
Library Manager, which did not exist at the time this program was created. 
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